
PARK PLAZA
WALLSTREET  
BERLIN MITTE

meetings and events

09/16/02

parkplaza.com/wallstreet

A DESIGN-LED HOTEL  
CLOSE TO ALEXANDERPLATZ 
IN BERLIN’S HISTORIC  
MITTE DISTRICT. 

Ideal for meetings and social gatherings, 
Park Plaza Wallstreet Berlin Mitte boasts 
modern event space that includes two 
function rooms for up to 140 delegates. 
With an additional executive top-floor 
boardroom with stunning views across 
the city and a private auditorium for 
exclusive presentations, the hotel is one  
of Berlin’s leading venues. High speed 
Wi-Fi internet connectivity is available 
throughout the hotel and the on-site car 
park can accommodate up to 27 cars.

Connect with us online

parkplaza.com

#parkplaza 
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room name dimension
w x l x h(m)

size
(m2)

theatre board
room

u-shape class
room

cabaret dinner ban-
quet

recep-
tion

ground floor
nasdaq 7.0 x 4.0 x 3.4 28 12 12 10 12 – – – –
nikkei 12.0 x 5.0 x 3.4 60 40 28 28 28 – – 24 40
dax 18.0 x 5.0 x 3.4 90 80 38 38 50 – – 40 70
nikkei & dax 30.0 x 5.0 x 3.4 150 140 66 66 78 – – 64 150
auditorium 15.0 x 5.0 x 3.2 75 50 – – – – – – 80
top floor
penthouse 7.0 x 6.0 x 3.6 42 25 12 14 18 – – – 25

Penthouse

Reception



guest rooms  
and facilities

restaurants and bars
 

Park Plaza Wallstreet Berlin Mitte boasts  
167 spacious, design-led guest rooms and 
suites, each of which pays homage to the  
New York Stock Exchange, complete with  
an award-winning US dollar carpet. All  
rooms are fully air-conditioned and include  
a large, integrated work desk, bespoke 
furniture, plasma screen TV, complimentary 
high speed Wi-Fi, laptop safe, mini-bar and  
a luxurious bathroom. Executive rooms and 
suites also offer a comfortable seating area  
for maximum relaxation, as well as a luxury 
bathrobe and slippers.

The hotel’s wellness area with a sauna and a 
fully equipped fitness suite is an oasis of calm.

Exquisite food meets à la carte cuisine  
at the Light Lounge restaurant, which serves 
regional and international dishes created  
with local ingredients. 

The adjoining lounge and cocktail bar,  
Bar Rule 405, offers signature drinks, fine 
wines and local beers in a sophisticated yet 
relaxing atmosphere, making it ideal for 
informal get-togethers. Signature cocktails 
include the Berlin Wallstreet and New York 
Sour and a welcoming terrace is open during 
the warmer months. 

The 23 Wallstreet Breakfast Restaurant serves 
traditional German breakfasts, and in-room 
dining is also available.
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Germany’s capital and centre of culture, Berlin 
dates back to the 13th century. Divided up during 
the Cold War, the city now enjoys a fine reputation 
for art, nightlife and creative architecture such as 
the Neue Nationalgalerie designed by Mies van der 
Rohe. Berlin’s more recent history is highlighted by 
the graffiti-ridden remains of the Berlin Wall and 
the striking Holocaust Memorial, while the 
imposing 18th-century Brandenburg Gate is 
synonymous with the process of reunification.

Offering easy access to the city’s leading 
attractions, Park Plaza Wallstreet Berlin Mitte is 
located in the city centre, close to Nikolaiviertel – 
the historic Dutch centre of Berlin – as well as the 
Reichstag, the famous avenue Unter den Linden, 
the Potsdamer Platz and the Gendarmenmarkt.

DESIGNED BY HON. PROF. JOHANNE NALBACH, 
PARK PLAZA WALLSTREET BERLIN MITTE  
OCCUPIES ONE OF BERLIN’S MOST  
HISTORIC BUILDINGS WHICH HAS ENJOYED A 
CONTEMPORARY YET SYMPATHETIC CONVERSION. 
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Wallstrasse 23–24, 10179 Berlin

T: +49 (0) 30 847 117 0  F: +49 (0) 30 847 117 777

ppwbconf@pphe.com

parkplaza.com/wallstreet

overview

167 guest rooms (total)

118 superior rooms

42 executive rooms 

7 suites

1 restaurant

1 bar

1 fitness centre

1 sauna

Executive Room

Cinema

Sauna

Restaurant Light Lounge 

Bar Rule 405Reception
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